**Mentions légales**

**Editeur du Site**

Ce Site est édité par l'Institut de Recherche et d'Échanges de la SNCF (dit FORUM VIES MOBILES), association déclarée sans but lucratif - régie par la loi du 1er juillet 1901 et le décret du 16 août 1901 modifiés - et dont le siège est situé au 2 place aux Étoiles, CS 70001 93633 La Plaine Saint Denis cédex, France.

**Directeurs de publication et responsable de rédaction**

Le Directeur de la publication est Mathias Emmerich, Président de l'association.
Les Responsables de rédaction sont Christophe Gay et Sylvie Landriève.

Contact : [contact](#)

**Hébergement du Site**

[contact@celaneo.com](mailto:contact@celaneo.com) - 09 72 37 14 42

**réalisation du Site**

Le Site a été développé par Celaneo 9 rue des Halles
75001 PARIS
FRANCE
T/F +33 9 72 37 14 42

[contact@celaneo.com](mailto:contact@celaneo.com)

**Conception graphique**

Danish Pastry Design
We respect your privacy and treat your data in accordance with the applicable rules on the protection of personal data, in particular the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation).

**Data controller and recipient of data**

Data controller: Mobile Lives Forum (Forum Vies Mobiles), 2 place aux Etoiles, 93633 La Plaine Saint-Denis Cedex – Research and exchange institute of the SNCF - a nonprofit association.

Recipient of data: Mobile Lives Forum Subcontractors: Celaneo, Facebook, Piwik, Google Analytics

**The data we collect**

Personal data is any information directly or indirectly identifying a natural person. With your permission, we may collect and save the personal data that you voluntarily provide when you register on our website or subscribe to our newsletter.

This personal data about you includes: surname, first name, profession, username, email address, business sector, country, landline phone, mobile phone, Skype username, website, current job, previous jobs, education, Facebook page, Twitter, Linkedin, Viadeo, language of use. We also wish to inform you that there is a cookie on this website that is used by the MOBILE LIVES FORUM and that is installed on your computer when you browse the website. Also, 3 trackers are used on the website (Google Analytics, Piwik, Facebook) for statistical purposes and to look for new subscribers. In general, these cookies and trackers record information about how your device browses our website (the pages you have visited, the date and time of browsing, etc.) that we can then read during your later visits. For more information, please read our Cookie Policy: [https://en.forumviesmobiles.org/page/cookies-use-policy](https://en.forumviesmobiles.org/page/cookies-use-policy)

**How we use your data**

We use your personal data for the purpose of sending our newsletter and invitations to our events, excluding any marketing purposes.

We do not market your personal data. When you agree to the use of cookies and other trackers, we may come to transfer your personal data to our partners such as Facebook in
order to tailor some services to your interests, to make browsing statistics or targeted campaigns and to allow you to share information on social networks.

For more information, please read our Cookie Policy: https://en.forumviesmobiles.org/page/cookies-use-policy.

For more information on Facebook’s use of personal data, please read its Data Usage Policy: https://fr-fr.facebook.com/policy.php

**Security and privacy**

We have put in place the appropriate measures to ensure the security and privacy of your personal data. We regularly check our servers and infrastructure to ensure that these systems are effectively protected.

**Your rights**

In accordance with the provisions of articles 13 et seq. of the GDPR, you have a right of access and a right to request rectification and portability of your personal data. You also have the right to limit the use of the data, a right to object and a right to request erasure.

For any request relating to the processing of your personal data you can contact us by mail or by e-mail: thomas.evariste@sncf.fr

You also have the possibility to file a request with the French data protection authority (CNIL, Commission Nationale Informatique et Libertés).
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